Benchmarking file and storage systems on large file-system images is important, but difficult and often infeasible. Typically, running benchmarks on such large disk setups is a frequent source of frustration for file-system evaluators; the scale alone acts as a strong deterrent against using larger, albeit realistic, benchmarks. To address this problem, we develop David: a system that makes it practical to run large benchmarks using modest amount of storage or memory capacities readily available on most computers. David creates a "compressed" version of the original file-system image by omitting all file data and laying out metadata more efficiently; an online storage model determines the runtime of the benchmark workload on the original uncompressed image. David works under any file system, as demonstrated in this article with ext3 and btrfs. We find that David reduces storage requirements by orders of magnitude; David is able to emulate a 1-TB target workload using only an 80 GB available disk, while still modeling the actual runtime accurately. David can also emulate newer or faster devices, for example, we show how David can effectively emulate a multidisk RAID using a limited amount of memory.
INTRODUCTION
File and storage systems are currently difficult to benchmark. Ideally, we would like to use a benchmark workload that is a realistic approximation of a known application. We would also like to run it in a configuration representative of real-world scenarios, including realistic disk subsystems and file-system images.
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Benchmarking on large storage devices is thus a frequent source of frustration for file-system evaluators; the scale acts as a deterrent against using larger, albeit realistic, benchmarks [Traeger and Zadok 2009 ], but running toy workloads on small disks is not sufficient. One obvious solution is to continually upgrade one's storage capacity. However, it is an expensive, and perhaps an infeasible, solution to justify the costs and overheads solely for benchmarking.
Storage emulators such as Memulator [Griffin et al. 2002] prove extremely useful for such scenarios-they let us prototype the "future" by pretending to plug in bigger, faster storage systems and run real workloads against them. Memulator, in fact, makes a strong case for storage emulation as the performance evaluation methodology of choice. But emulators are particularly tough: if they are to be big, they have to use existing storage (and thus are slow); if they are to be fast, they have to be run out of memory (and thus they are small).
The challenge we face is how to get the best of both worlds? To address this problem, we have developed David, a "scale down" emulator that allows us to run large workloads by scaling down the storage requirements transparently to the workload. David makes it practical to experiment with benchmarks that were otherwise infeasible to run on a given system.
Our observation is that in many cases, the benchmark application does not care about the contents of individual files, but only about the structure and properties of the metadata that is being stored on disk. In particular, for the purposes of benchmarking, many applications do not write or read file contents at all (e.g., fsck); the ones that do, often do not care what the contents are as long as some valid content is made available (e.g., backup software). Since file data constitutes a significant fraction of the total file system size, ranging anywhere from 90 to 99% depending on the actual file-system image [Agrawal et al. 2007a] , avoiding the need to store file data has the potential to significantly reduce the required storage capacity during benchmarking.
The key idea in David is to create a "compressed" version of the original file-system image for the purposes of benchmarking. In the compressed image, unneeded user data blocks are omitted, using novel classification techniques to distinguish data from metadata at scale; file system metadata blocks (e.g., inodes, directories, and indirect blocks) are stored compactly on the available backing store. The primary benefit of the compressed image is to reduce the storage capacity required to run any given workload. To ensure that applications remain unaware of this interposition, whenever necessary, David synthetically generates file data on the fly; metadata I/O is redirected and accessed appropriately. David works under any file system; we demonstrate this using ext3 [Tweedie 1998 ] and btrfs [Wikipedia 2009 ], two file systems very different in design.
Since David alters the original I/O patterns, it needs to model the runtime of the benchmark workload on the original uncompressed image. David uses an in-kernel model of the disk and storage stack to determine the runtimes of all individual requests, as they would have executed on the uncompressed image. The model pays special attention to accurately modeling the I/O request queues; we find that modeling the request queues is crucial for overall accuracy, especially for applications issuing bursty I/O. Fig. 1 . Capacity savings. Shows the savings in storage capacity if only metadata is stored, with varying file-size distribution modeled by (μ, σ ) parameters of a lognormal distribution, (7.53, 2.48) and (8.33, 3.18) for the two extremes.
The primary mode of operation of David is the timing-accurate mode in which, after modeling the runtime, an appropriate delay is inserted before returning to the application. A secondary speedup mode is also available in which the storage model returns instantaneously after computing the time taken to run the benchmark on the uncompressed disk; in this mode, David offers the potential to reduce application runtime and speedup the benchmark itself. In this article we discuss and evaluate David in the timing-accurate mode.
David allows us to run benchmark workloads that require file-system images orders of magnitude larger than the available backing store while still reporting the runtime as it would have taken on the original image. We demonstrate that David even enables emulation of faster and multidisk systems like RAID using a small amount of memory. David can also aid in running large benchmarks on storage devices that are expensive or not even available in the market, as it requires only a model of the nonexistent storage device; for example, we can use a modified version of David to run benchmarks on a hypothetical 1TB SSD.
We believe David will be useful to file and storage developers, application developers, and users looking to benchmark these systems at scale. Developers often like to evaluate a prototype implementation at larger scales to identify performance bottlenecks, finetune optimizations, and make design decisions; analyses at scale often reveal interesting and critical insights into the system [Miller 1996] . David can help obtain approximate performance estimates within limits of its modeling error. For example, how do we measure performance of a file system on a multidisk multi-TB mirrored RAID configuration without having access to one? An end-user looking to select an application that works best at larger scale may also use David for emulation. For example, which anti-virus application scans a terabyte file system the fastest?
One challenge in building David is how to deal with scale as we experiment with larger file systems containing many more files and directories. Figure 1 shows the percentage of storage space occupied by metadata alone as compared to the total size of the file-system image written; the different file-system images for this experiment were generated by varying the file size distribution using Impressions [Agrawal et al. 2009] . Using publicly available data on file-system metadata [Agrawal et al. 2007b ], we analyzed how file-size distribution changes with file systems of varying sizes.
We found that larger file systems not only had more files, they also had larger files. For this experiment, the parameters of the lognormal distribution controlling the file sizes were changed along the x-axis to generate progressively larger file systems with larger files therein. The relatively small fraction belonging to metadata (roughly 1 to 10%) as shown on the y-axis demonstrates the potential savings in storage capacity made possible if only metadata blocks are stored; David is designed to take advantage of this observation.
For workloads like PostMark, mkfs, Filebench WebServer, Filebench VarMail, and other microbenchmarks, we find that David delivers on its promise in reducing the required storage size while still accurately predicting the benchmark runtime for both ext3 and btrfs. The storage model within David is fairly accurate in spite of operating in realtime within the kernel, and, for most workloads, predicts a runtime within 5% of the actual runtime. For example, for the Filebench webserver workload, David provides a 1000-fold reduction in required storage capacity and predicts a runtime within 0.08% of the actual.
DAVID OVERVIEW

Design Goals for David
-Scalability. Emulating a large device requires David to maintain additional data structures and mimic several operations; our goal is to ensure that it works well as the underlying storage capacity scales. -Model accuracy. An important goal is to model a storage device and accurately predict performance. The model should not only characterize the physical characteristics of the drive but also the interactions under different workload patterns. -Model overhead. Equally important to being accurate is that the model imposes minimal overhead; since the model is inside the OS and runs concurrently with workload execution, it is required to be fairly fast. -Emulation flexibility. David should be able to emulate different disks, storage subsystems, and multidisk systems through appropriate use of backing stores. -Minimal application modification. It should allow applications to run unmodified without knowing the significantly lesser capacity of the storage system underneath; modifications can be performed in limited cases only to improve ease of use but never as a necessity.
David Design
David exports a fake storage stack including a fake device of a much higher capacity than available. For the rest of the article, we use the terms target to denote the hypothetical larger storage device, and available to denote the physically available system on which David is running, as shown in Figure 2 . It also shows a schematic of how David makes use of metadata remapping and data squashing to free up a large percentage of the required storage space; a much smaller backing store can now service the requests of the benchmark. David is implemented as a pseudo-device driver that is situated below the file system and above the backing store, interposing on all I/O requests. Since the driver appears as a regular device, a file system can be created and mounted on it. Being a loadable module, David can be used without any change to the application, file system or the kernel. Figure 3 presents the architecture of David with all the significant components and also shows the different types of requests that are handled within. We now describe the components of David.
First, the block classifier is responsible for classifying blocks addressed in a request as data or metadata and preventing I/O requests to data blocks from going to the backing store. David intercepts all writes to data blocks, records the block address if necessary, and discards the actual write using the data squasher. I/O requests to metadata blocks are passed on to the metadata remapper. Second, the metadata remapper is responsible for laying out metadata blocks more efficiently on the backing store. It intercepts all write requests to metadata blocks, generates a remapping for the set of blocks addressed, and writes out the metadata blocks to the remapped locations. The remapping is stored in the metadata remapper to service subsequent reads.
File System
Metadata
Third, writes to data blocks are not saved, but reads to these blocks could still be issued by the application; in order to allow applications to run transparently, the data generator is responsible for generating synthetic content to service subsequent reads to data blocks that were written earlier and discarded. The data generator contains a number of built-in schemes to generate different kinds of content and also allows the application to provide hints to generate more tailored content (e.g., binary files).
Finally, by performing the above-mentioned tasks, David modifies the original I/O request stream. These modifications in the I/O traffic substantially change the application runtime rendering it useless for benchmarking. The storage model carefully models the (potentially different) target storage subsystem underneath to predict the benchmark runtime on the target system. By doing so in an online fashion with little overhead, the storage model makes it feasible to run large workloads in a space and time-efficient manner. The individual components are discussed in detail in Sections 3 through 6.
Choice of Available Backing Store
David is largely agnostic to the choice of the backing store for available storage: HDDs, SSDs, or memory can be used, depending on the performance and capacity requirements of the target device being emulated. Through a significant reduction in the number of device I/Os, David compensates for its internal bookkeeping overhead and also for small mismatches between the emulated and available devices. However, if we wish to emulate a device much faster than the available device, using memory is a safer option. For example, as shown in Section 6.3, David successfully emulates a RAID-1 configuration using a limited amount of memory. If the performance mismatch is not significant, a hard disk as backing store provides much greater scale in terms of storage capacity. Throughout the article, "available storage" refers to the backing store in a generic sense.
BLOCK CLASSIFICATION
The primary requirement for David to prevent data writes using the Data Squasher is the ability to classify a block as metadata or data. David provides both implicit and explicit block classification. The implicit approach is more laborious but provides a flexible approach to run unmodified applications and file systems. The explicit notification approach is straightforward and much simpler to implement, albeit at the cost of a small modification in the operating system or the application; both are available in David and can be chosen according to the requirements of the evaluator. The implicit approach is demonstrated using ext3 and the explicit approach using btrfs.
Implicit Type Detection
For ext2 and ext3, the majority of the blocks are statically assigned for a given file system size and configuration at the time of file system creation; the allocation for these blocks doesn't change during the lifetime of the file system. Blocks that fall in this category include the super block, group descriptors, inode and data bitmaps, inode blocks, and blocks belonging to the journal; these blocks are relatively straightforward to classify based on their on-disk location, or their logical block address (LBA). However, not all blocks are statically assigned; dynamically-allocated blocks include directory, indirect (single, double, or triple indirect), and data blocks. Unless all blocks contain some self-identification information, in order to accurately classify a dynamically allocated block, the system needs to track the inode pointing to the particular block to infer its current status.
Implicit classification is based on prior work on semantically-smart disk systems (SDS) [Sivathanu et al. 2003 ]; an SDS employs three techniques to classify blocks: direct and indirect classification, and association. With direct classification, blocks are identified simply by their location on disk. With indirect classification, blocks are identified only with additional information; for example, to identify directory data or indirect blocks, the corresponding inode must also be examined. Finally, with association, a data block and its inode are connected.
There are two significant additional challenges David must address. First, as opposed to SDS, David has to ensure that no metadata blocks are ever misclassified. Second, benchmark scalability introduces additional memory pressure to handle delayed classification. In this article we only discuss our new contributions (the original SDS paper provides details of the basic block-classification mechanisms).
3.1.1. Unclassified Block Store. To infer when a file or directory is allocated and deallocated, David tracks writes to inode blocks, inode bitmaps, and data bitmaps; to enumerate the indirect and directory blocks that belong to a particular file or directory, it uses the contents of the inode. It is often the case that the blocks pointed to by an inode are written out before the corresponding inode block; if a classification attempt is made when a block is being written, an indirect or directory block will be misclassified as an ordinary data block. This transient error is unacceptable for David because it leads to the "metadata" block being discarded prematurely, and could cause irreparable damage to the file system. For example, if a directory or indirect block is accidentally discarded, it could lead to file system corruption.
To rectify this problem, David temporarily buffers in memory writes to all blocks that are as yet unclassified, inside the unclassified block store (UBS). These write requests remain in the UBS until a classification is made possible upon the write of the corresponding inode. When a corresponding inode does get written, blocks that are classified as metadata are passed on to the metadata remapper for remapping; they are then written out to persistent storage at the remapped location. Blocks classified as data are discarded at that time. All entries in the UBS corresponding to that inode are also removed.
The UBS is implemented as a list of block I/O (bio) request structures. An extra reference to the memory pages pointed to by these bio structures is held by David as long they remain in the UBS; this reference ensures that these pages are not mistakenly freed until the UBS is able to classify and persist them on disk, if needed. In order to reduce the inode parsing overhead otherwise imposed for each inode write, David maintains a list of recently written inode blocks that need to be processed and uses a separate kernel thread for parsing.
3.1.2. Journal Snooping. Storing unclassified blocks in the UBS can cause a strain on available memory in certain situations. In particular, when ext3 is mounted on top of David in ordered journaling mode, all the data blocks are written to disk at journalcommit time, but the metadata blocks are written to disk only at the checkpoint time, which occurs much less frequently. This results in a temporary yet precarious build up of data blocks in the UBS, even though they are bound to be squashed as soon as the corresponding inode is written; this situation is especially true when large files (e.g., 10s of GB) are written. In order to ensure the overall scalability of David, handling large files and the consequent explosion in memory consumption is critical. To achieve this without any modification to the ext3 filesystem, David performs journal snooping in the block device driver.
David snoops on the journal commit traffic for inodes and indirect blocks logged within a committed transaction; this enables block classification even prior to checkpoint. When a journal-descriptor block is written as part of a transaction, David records the blocks that are being logged within that particular transaction. In addition, all journal writes within that transaction are cached in memory until the transaction is committed. After that, the inodes and their corresponding direct and indirect blocks are processed to allow block classification; the identified data blocks are squashed from the UBS and the identified metadata blocks are remapped and stored persistently. The challenge in implementing journal snooping was to handle the continuous stream of unordered journal blocks and reconstruct the journal transaction. Figure 4 compares the memory pressure with and without journal snooping demonstrating its effectiveness. It shows the number of 4-KB block I/O requests resident in the UBS sampled at 10 sec intervals during the creation of a 24-GB file on ext3; the file system is mounted on top of David in ordered journaling mode with a commit interval of 5 secs. This experiment was run on a dual core machine with 2 GB memory. Since this workload is data write-intensive, without journal snooping, the system runs out of memory when around 450,000 bio requests are in the UBS (occupying roughly 1.8 GB of memory). Journal snooping ensures that the memory consumed by outstanding bio requests does not go beyond a maximum of 240 MB.
Explicit Metadata Notification
David is meant to be useful for a wide variety of file systems; explicit metadata notification provides a mechanism to rapidly adopt a file system for use with David. Since data writes can come only from the benchmark application in user-space whereas metadata writes are issued by the file system, our approach is to identify the data blocks before they are even written to the file system. Our implementation of explicit notification is thus file-system agnostic-it relies on a small modification to the page cache to collect additional information. We demonstrate the benefits of this approach using btrfs, a file system quite unlike ext3 in design. When an application writes to a file, David captures the pointers to the in-memory pages where the data content is stored, as it is being copied into the page cache. Subsequently, when the writes reach David, they are compared against the captured pointer addresses to decide whether the write is to metadata or data. Once the presence is tested, the pointer is removed from the list since the same page can be reused for metadata writes in the future.
There are certainly other ways to implement explicit notification. One way is to capture the checksum of the contents of the in-memory pages instead of the pointer to track data blocks. We can also modify the file system to explicitly flag the metadata blocks, instead of identifying data blocks with the page cache modification. We believe our approach is easier to implement, does not require any file system modification, and is also easier to extend to software RAID, since parity blocks are automatically classified as metadata and not discarded.
METADATA REMAPPING
Since David exports a target pseudo device of much higher capacity to the file system than the available storage device, the bio requests issued to the pseudo device will rand.txt pangrams.txt compress.pdf config.RAW have addresses in the full target range and thus need to be suitably remapped. For this purpose, David maintains a remap table called the metadata remapper, which maps "target" addresses to "available" addresses. The metadata remapper can contain an entry either for one metadata block (e.g., super block), or a range of metadata blocks (e.g., group descriptors); by allowing an arbitrary range of blocks to be remapped together, the metadata remapper provides an efficient translation service that also provides scalability. Range remapping also preserves sequentiality of the blocks if a disk is used as the backing store. In addition to the metadata remapper, a remap bitmap is maintained to keep track of free and used blocks on the available physical device; the remap bitmap supports allocation both of a single remapped block and a range of remapped blocks. The destination (or remapped) location for a request is determined using a simple algorithm which takes as input the number of contiguous blocks that need to be remapped and finds the first available chunk of space from the remap bitmap. This can be done statically or at runtime; for the ext3 file system, since most of the blocks are statically allocated, the remapping for these blocks can also be done statically to improve performance. Subsequent writes to other metadata blocks are remapped dynamically; when metadata blocks are deallocated, corresponding entries from the metadata remapper and the remap bitmap are removed. From our experience, this simple algorithm lays out blocks on disk quite efficiently. More sophisticated allocation algorithms based on locality of reference can be implemented in the future.
DATA GENERATOR
David services the requirements of systems oblivious to file content with data squashing and metadata remapping. However, many real applications care about file content; the data generator with David is responsible for generating synthetic content to service read requests to data blocks that were previously discarded. Different systems can have different requirements for the file content and the data generator has various options to choose from; Figure 5 shows some examples of the different types of content that can be generated.
Many systems that read back previously written data do not care about the specific content within the files as long as there is some content (e.g., a file-system backup utility, or the Postmark benchmark). Much in the same way as failure-oblivious computing generates values to service reads to invalid memory while ignoring invalid writes [Rinard et al. 2004] , David randomly generates content to service out-of-bound read requests.
Some systems may expect file contents to have valid syntax or semantics; the performance of these systems depend on the actual content being read (e.g., a desktop search engine for a file system, or a spell-checker). For such systems, naive content generation would either crash the application or give poor benchmarking results. David produces valid file content by leveraging prior work on generating file-system images [Agrawal et al. 2009] .
Finally, some systems may expect to read back data exactly as they wrote earlier (i.e., a read-after-write or RAW dependency) or expect a precise structure that cannot be generated arbitrarily (e.g., a binary file or a configuration file). David provides additional support to run these demanding applications using the RAW store, designed as a cooperative resource visible to the user and configurable to suit the needs of different applications.
Our current implementation of RAW store is very simple: in order to decide which data blocks need to be stored persistently, David requires the application to supply a list of the relevant file paths. David then looks up the inode number of the files and tracks all data blocks pointed to by these inodes, writing them out to disk using the metadata remapper just as any metadata block. In the future, we intend to support more nuanced ways to maintain the RAW store; for example, specifying directories instead of files, or by using memoization [Mayfield et al. 1995] .
For applications that must exactly read back a significant fraction of what they write, the scalability advantage of David diminishes; in such cases the benefits are primarily from the ability to emulate new devices.
STORAGE MODEL AND EMULATION
Not having access to the target storage system requires David to precisely capture the behavior of the entire storage stack with all its dependencies through a model. The storage system modeled by David is the target system and the system on which it runs is the available system. David emulates the behavior of the target disk by sending requests to the available disk (for persistence) while simultaneously sending the target request stream to the storage model; the model computes the time that would have taken for the request to finish on the target system and introduces an appropriate delay in the actual request stream before returning control. Figure 3 presented in Section 2 shows this setup more clearly.
As a general design principle, to support low-overhead modeling without compromising accuracy, we avoid using any technique that either relies on storing empirical data to compute statistics or requires table-based approaches to predict performance [Anderson 2001 ]; the overheads for such methods are directly proportional to the amount of runtime statistics being maintained, which in turn depends on the size of the disk. Instead, wherever applicable, we have adopted and developed analytical approximations that did not slow the system down; our resulting models are sufficiently lean while being fairly accurate.
To ensure portability of our models, we have refrained from making device-specific optimizations to improve accuracy; we believe current models in David are fairly accurate. The models are also adaptive enough to be easily configured for changes in disk drives and other parameters of the storage stack. We next present some details of the disk model and the storage stack model.
Disk Model
David's disk model is based on the classical model proposed by Ruemmler and Wilkes [1994] , henceforth referred as the RW model. The disk model contains information about the disk geometry (i.e., platters, cylinders, and zones) and maintains the current disk head position; using these sources, it models the disk seek, rotation, and transfer times for any request. The disk model also keeps track of the effects of disk caches (track prefetching, write-through, and write-back caches). In the future, it will be interesting to explore using Disksim for the disk model. Disksim is a detailed user-space disk simulator which allows for greater flexibility in the types of device properties that can be simulated along with their degree of detail; we will need to ensure it does not appreciably slow down the emulation when used without memory as backing store.
6.1.1. Disk Drive Profile. The disk model requires a number of drive-specific parameters as input, a list of which is presented in the first column of Table I ; currently David contains models for two disks: the Hitachi HDS728080PLA380 80-GB disk, and the Hitachi HDS721010KLA330 1-TB disk. We have verified the parameter values for both these disks through carefully controlled experiments. David is envisioned for use in environments where the target drive itself may not be available; if users need to model additional drives, they need to supply the relevant parameters. Disk seeks, rotation time and transfer times are modeled much in the same way as proposed in the RW model. The actual parameter values defining the above properties are specific to a drive; empirically obtained values for the two disks we model are shown in Table I. 6.1.2. Disk Cache Modeling. The drive cache is usually small (few hundred KB to a few MB) and serves to cache reads from the disk media to service future reads or to buffer writes. Unfortunately, the drive cache is one of the least specified components as well; the cache management logic is low-level firmware code, which is not easy to model.
David models the number and size of segments in the disk cache and the number of disk sector-sized slots in each segment. Partitioning of the cache segments into read and write caches, if any, is also part of the information contained in the disk model. David models the read cache with a FIFO eviction policy. To model the effects of write caching, the disk model maintains statistics on the current size of writes pending in the disk cache and the time needed to flush these writes out to the media. Write buffering is simulated by periodically emptying a fraction of the contents of the write cache during idle periods of the disk in between successive foreground requests. The cache is modeled with a write-through policy and is partitioned into a sufficiently large read cache to match the read-ahead behavior of the disk drive.
Storage Stack Model
David also models the I/O request queues (IORQs) maintained in the OS; Table I lists a few of its important parameters. While developing the storage model, we found that accurately modeling the behavior of the IORQs is crucial to predict the target execution time correctly. The IORQs usually have a limit on the maximum number of requests that can be held at any point; processes that try to issue an I/O request when the IORQ is full are made to wait. Such waiting processes are woken up when an I/O issued to the disk drive completes, thereby creating an empty slot in the IORQ. Once woken up, the process is also granted privilege to batch a constant number of additional I/O requests even when the IORQ is full, as long as the total number of requests is within a specified upper limit. Therefore, for applications issuing bursty I/O, the time spent by a request in the IORQ can outweigh the time spent at the disk by several orders of magnitude; modeling the IORQs is thus crucial for overall accuracy.
Disk requests arriving at David are first enqueued into a replica queue maintained inside the storage model. While being enqueued, the disk request is also checked for a possible merge with other pending requests: a common optimization that reduces the number of total requests issued to the device. There is a limit on the number of disk requests that can be merged into a single disk request; eventually, merged disk requests are dequeued from the replica queue and dispatched to the disk model to obtain the service time spent at the drive. The replica queue uses the same request scheduling policy as the target IORQ. 
RAID Emulation
David can also provide effective RAID emulation. To demonstrate simple RAID configurations with David, each component disk is emulated using a memory-backed "compressed" device underneath software RAID. David exports multiple block devices with separate major and minor numbers; it differentiates requests to different devices using the major number. For the purpose of performance benchmarking, David uses a single memory-based backing store for all the compressed RAID devices. Using multiple threads, the storage model maintains a separate state for each of the devices being emulated. Requests are placed in a single request queue tagged with a device identifier; individual storage model threads for each device fetch one request at a time from this request queue based on the device identifier. Similar to the single device case, the servicing thread calculates the time at which a request to the device should finish and notifies completion using a callback.
David currently only provides mechanisms for simple software RAID emulation that do not need a model of a software RAID itself. New techniques might be needed to emulate more complex commercial RAID configurations, for example, commercial RAID settings using a hardware RAID card. 
Experimental Platform
We have developed David for the Linux operating system. The hard disks currently modeled are the 1 TB Hitachi HDS721010KLA330 (referred to as D 1T B ) and the 80-GB Hitachi HDS728080PLA380 (referred to as D 80GB ); Table I lists their relevant parameters. Unless specified otherwise, the following hold for all the experiments: (1) machine used has a quad-core Intel processor and 4GB RAM running Linux 2.6.23.1; (2) ext3 file system is mounted in ordered-journaling mode with a commit interval of 5 sec; (3) microbenchmarks were run directly on the disk without a file system; (4) David predicts the benchmark runtime for a target D 1T B while in fact running on the available D 80GB ; (5) to validate accuracy, David was instead run directly on D 1T B .
Storage Model Accuracy
First, we validate the accuracy of storage model in predicting the benchmark runtime on the target system. Since our aim is to validate the accuracy of the storage model alone, we run David in a model only mode, where we disable block classification, remapping and data squashing. David just passes down the requests that it receives to the available request queue below. We run David on top of D 1T B and set the target drive to be the same. Note that the available system is the same as the target system for these experiments, since we only want to compare the measured and modeled times to validate the accuracy of the storage model. Each block request is traced along its path from David to the disk drive and back. This is done in order to measure the total time that the request spends in the available IORQ and the time spent getting serviced at the available disk. These measured times are then compared with the modeled times obtained from the storage model. Figure 6 shows the storage model accuracy for four micro-workloads: sequential and random reads, and sequential and random writes; these micro-workloads have demerit figures of 24.39, 5.51, 0.08, and 0.02, respectively, as computed using the Ruemmler and Wilkes methodology [Ruemmler and Wilkes 1994] . The large demerit for sequential reads is due to a variance in the available disk's cache-read times; in the future, modeling the disk cache in greater detail could potentially avoid this situation. However, sequential read requests do not contribute to a measurably large error in the total modeled runtime; they often hit the disk cache and have service times less than 500 microseconds, while other types of disk requests take around 20 to 35 milliseconds to get serviced. Any inaccuracy in the modeled times for sequential reads is negligible when compared to the service times of other types of disk requests; we thus chose to not make the disk-cache model more complex for the sake of sequential reads. Figure 7 shows the accuracy for four different macro workloads and application kernels: Postmark [Katcher 1997 ]; webserver (generated using FileBench [McDougall] ); Varmail (mail server workload using FileBench); and a Tar workload (copy and untar of the Linux kernel of size 46 MB).
The FileBench Varmail workload emulates an NFS mail server, similar to Postmark, but is multi-threaded instead. The Varmail workload consists of a set of open/read/close, open/append/close and deletes in a single directory, in a multi-threaded fashion. The FileBench webserver workload comprises of a mix of open/read/close of multiple files in a directory tree. In addition, to simulate a webserver log, a file append operation is also issued. The workload consists of 100 threads issuing 16 KB appends to the weblog every 10 reads.
Overall, we find that storage modeling inside David is quite accurate for all workloads used in our evaluation. The total modeled time as well as the distribution of the individual request times are close to the total measured time and the distribution of the measured request times. 
David Accuracy
Next, we want to measure how accurately David predicts the benchmark runtime. Table II lists the accuracy and storage space savings provided by David for a variety of benchmark applications for both ext3 and btrfs. We have chosen a set of benchmarks that are commonly used, and we also stress various paths that disk requests take within David. The first and second columns of the table show the storage space consumed by the benchmark workload without and with David. The third column shows the percentage savings in storage space achieved by using David. The fourth column shows the original benchmark runtime without David on D 1T B . The fifth column shows the benchmark runtime with David on D 80GB . The sixth column shows the percentage error in the prediction of the benchmark runtime by David. The final three columns show the original and modeled runtimes, and the percentage error for the btrfs experiments; the storage space savings are roughly the same as for ext3. The sr, rr, sw, and rw workloads are run directly on the raw device, and hence are independent of the file system. mkfs creates a file system with a 4-KB block size over the 1-TB target device exported by David. This workload only writes metadata, and David remaps writes issued by mkfs sequentially, starting from the beginning of D 80GB ; no data squashing occurs in this experiment.
imp creates a realistic file-system image of size 10 GB using the publicly available Impressions tool [Agrawal et al. 2009] . A total of 5000 regular files and 1000 directories are created with an average of 10.2 files per directory. This workload is a data-writeintensive workload and most of the issued writes end up being squashed by David.
tar uses the GNU tar utility to create a gzipped archive of the file-system image of size 10 GB created by imp; it writes the newly created archive in the same file system. This workload is a data read-and data write-intensive workload. The data reads are Shows savings in capacity, accuracy of runtime prediction, and the overhead of storage modeling for different workloads. Webserver and varmail are generated using FileBench; virus scan using AVG. satisfied by the data generator without accessing the available disk, while the data writes end up being squashed. grep uses the GNU grep utility to search for the expression "nothing" in the content generated by both imp and tar. This workload issues significant amounts of data reads and small amounts of metadata reads. virus scan runs the AVG virus scanner on the file-system image created by imp. The find and du run the GNU find and GNU du utilities over the content generated by both imp and tar. These two workloads are metadata read-only workloads.
David works well under both the implicit and explicit approaches, demonstrating its usefulness across file systems. Table II shows how David provides tremendous savings in the required storage capacity, upwards of 99% (a 100-fold or more reduction) for most workloads. David also predicts benchmark runtimes quite accurately. Prediction error for most workloads is less than 3%, although for a few it is just over 10%. The errors in the predicted runtimes stem from the relative simplicity of our in-kernel disk model; for example, it does not capture the layout of physical blocks on the magnetic media accurately. This information is not published by the disk manufacturers, and experimental inference is not possible for ATA disks that do not have a command similar to the SCSI mode page.
David Scalability
David is aimed at providing scalable emulation using commodity hardware; it is important that accuracy is not compromised at a larger scale. Figure 8 shows the accuracy and storage space savings provided by David while creating file-system images of 100s of GB. Using an available capacity of only 10 GB, David can model the runtime of Impressions in creating a realistic file-system image of 800 GB; in contrast to the linear scaling of the target capacity demanded, David barely requires any extra available capacity. David also predicts the benchmark runtime within a maximum of 2.5% error, even with the huge disparity between target and available disks at the 800 GB mark, as shown in Figure 8 .
The reason we limit these experiments to a target capacity of less than 1 TB is because we had access to only a terabyte-sized disk against which we could validate the accuracy of David. Extrapolating from this experience, we believe David will enable us to emulate disks of 10s or 100s of TB given the 1-TB disk.
David for RAID
We present a brief evaluation and validation of software RAID-1 configurations using David. Table III shows a simple experiment where David emulates a multi-disk software RAID-1 (mirrored) configuration; each device is emulated using a memory-disk as backing store. However, since the multiple disks contain copies of the same block, a single physical copy is stored, further reducing the memory footprint. In each disk setup, a set of threads that equal in number the number of disks issue a total of 20000 requests. David is able to accurately emulate the software RAID-1 setup upto three disks; more complex RAID schemes are left as part of future work.
David Overhead
David is designed to be used for benchmarking and not as a production system, thus scalability and accuracy are the more relevant metrics of evaluation; we do however want to measure the memory and CPU overhead of using David on the available system to ensure it is practical to use. All memory usage within David is tracked using several counters; David provides support to measure the memory usage of its different components using ioctls. To measure the CPU overhead of the storage model alone, David is run in the model-only mode where block classification, remapping, and data squashing are turned off. In our experience with running different workloads, we found that the memory and CPU usage of David is acceptable for the purposes of benchmarking. As an example, Figure 9 shows the CPU and memory consumption by David captured at 5 second intervals while creating a 10-GB file-system image using Impressions. For this experiment, the storage model consumes less than 1-MB of memory; the average memory consumed in total by David is less than 90 MB, of which the preallocated cache used by the journal snooping to temporarily store the journal writes itself contributes 80 MB. Amount of CPU used by the storage model alone is insignificant, however implicit classification by the block classifier is the primary consumer of CPU using 10% on average with occasional spikes. The CPU overhead is not an issue at all if we use explicit notification.
RELATED WORK
Memulator [Griffin et al. 2002 ] makes a great case for why storage emulation provides the unique ability to explore nonexistent storage components and take end-to-end measurements. Memulator is a "timing-accurate" storage emulator that allows a simulated storage component to be plugged into a real system running real applications. Memulator can use the memory of either a networked machine or the local machine as the storage media of the emulated disk, enabling full system evaluation of hypothetical storage devices. Although this provides flexibility in device emulation, high-capacity devices requires an equivalent amount of memory; David provides the necessary scalability to emulate such devices. In turn, David can benefit from the networked-emulation capabilities of Memulator in scenarios when either the host machine has limited CPU and memory resources, or when the interference of running David on the same machine competing for the same resources is unacceptable.
One alternate to emulation is to simply buy a larger capacity or newer device and use it to run the benchmarks. This is sometimes feasible, but often not desirable. Even if we buy a larger disk, in the future an even larger one would be needed; David allows us to keep up with this arms race without always investing in new devices. Note that we chose 1 TB as the upper limit for evaluation in this article because we could validate our results for that size. Having a large disk will also not address the issue of emulating much faster devices such as SSDs or RAID configurations. David emulates faster devices through an efficient use of memory as backing store.
Another alternate is to simulate the storage component under test; disk simulators like Disksim [Bucy and Ganger 2003 ] allow such an evaluation flexibly. However, simulation results are often far from perfect [Ganger and Patt 1998 ]-they fail to capture system dependencies and require the generation of representative I/O traces, which is a challenge in itself.
Finally, we might use analytical modeling for the storage devices; while very useful in some circumstances, it is not without its own set of challenges and limitations [Shriver 1997 ]. In particular, it is extremely hard to capture the interactions and complexities in real systems. Wherever possible, David does leverage well-tested analytical models for individual components to aid the emulation.
Both simulation and analytical modeling are complementary to emulation, perfectly useful in their own right. Emulation does however provide a reasonable middle ground in terms of flexibility and realism.
Evaluation of how well an I/O system scales has been of interest in prior research, and is becoming increasingly more relevant [Zadok 2008 ]. Chen and Patterson [1993] proposed a "self-scaling" benchmark that scales with the I/O system being evaluated to stress the system in meaningful ways. Although useful for disk and I/O systems, the self-scaling benchmarks are not directly applicable for file systems. The evaluation of the XFS file system from Silicon Graphics uses a number of benchmarks specifically intended to test its scalability [Sweeney et al. 1996] ; such an evaluation can benefit from David to employ even larger benchmarks with greater ease; SpecSFS [Wittle and Keith 1993 ] also contains some techniques for scalable workload generation.
Similar to our emulation of scale in a storage system, Gupta et al. [2006] from UCSD propose a technique called time dilation for emulating network speeds orders of magnitude faster than available. Time dilation allows us to experiment with unmodified applications running on commodity operating systems by subjecting them to much faster network speeds than actually available.
A key challenge in David is the ability to identify data and metadata blocks. Besides SDS [Sivathanu et al. 2003 ], XN, the stable storage system for the Xok exokernel [Kaashoek et al. 1997 ] dealt with similar issues. XN employed a template of metadata translation functions called UDFs specific to each file type. The responsibility of providing UDFs rested with the file system developer, allowing the kernel to handle arbitrary metadata layouts without understanding the layout itself. Specifying an encoding of the on-disk scheme can be tricky for a file system such as ReiserFS that uses dynamic allocation; however, in the future, David's metadata classification scheme can benefit from a more formally specified on-disk layout per filesystem.
Finally, an earlier version of this article [Agrawal et al. 2011 ] first presented the David architecture.
CONCLUSION
David is born out of the frustration in doing large-scale experimentation on realistic storage hardware-a problem many in the storage community face. David makes it practical to experiment with benchmarks that were otherwise infeasible to run on a given system, by transparently scaling down the storage capacity required to run the workload. The available backing store under David can be orders of magnitude smaller than the target device. David ensures accuracy of benchmarking results by using a detailed storage model to predict the runtime. In the future, we plan to extend David to include support for a number of other useful storage devices and configurations. In particular, the storage model can be extended to support flash-based SSDs using an existing simulation model [Agrawal et al. 2008] . We believe David will be a useful emulator for file and storage system evaluation.
